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Abstract 
This paper offers a proposal for a new practice theoretical approach to the research agenda. It discusses 
some of the existing practice theoretical approaches as well as indicates what we believe should be the future 
focus of practice theoretical research within work and learning. The paper furthermore discusses how we 
could combine a subject and a relational focus on leadership practice. A pragmatic approach to leaders’ 
learning is discussed as a potential future research ap- proach that could allow us to alternate and shift 
between a leadership-in-practice perspective and a leaders-practicing perspective. In conclusion, some of the 
implications of such a methodical focus are discussed for both leaders and organizations. First, we will take 
a closer look at the different understandings of learning. It is discussed how these understandings have 
shaped our approach to work and learning research and in particular, the way leadership development has 
been approached in recent years. 
 

 
Leaders’ learning and development 
Leaders’ continuous learning and self-development has become a key focus for organisations as well as a 
multi-billion dollar industry. Organisations are looking for ways to develop their leaders to become even 
better and come up with cost-effective ways they can develop their leaders to help build sustainable and 
profitable organisations. This is often done in collaboration with consultancies who specialise in designing 
and facilitating leadership development journeys that ensure impact and learning. In recent years, both during 
and following the 2008 global financial crisis, the expectations towards return on investment have become 
even greater and leadership development initiatives are expected to make an instant and measurable impact. 
However, it is still a fact, that most leadership development initiatives teach new behaviours that are seldom 
implemented in the leaders’ everyday practices. The perceived impact of leadership development is far from 
ideal and only 7% of global companies say their current leadership development initiatives are effective 
(Gurdjian, Halbeisen & Lane, 2014). The purpose of this paper is to offer an alternative research approach to 
how we can analyse and understand leaders’ development in terms of work and learning. Hopefully this can 
aid our understanding of which multi-faceted perspectives we need to study and take into consideration in 
order to make leadership development initiatives more relevant and effective in terms of the de- sired 
impact. 

Like in many other aspects of practices, leadership has increasingly become looked upon as something that 
happens in relation to and with other people. Hence, leadership development has increasingly been addressed 
as something that happens in relation to other people (e.g. Hersted & Gergen 2013). In recent years, talk about 
relational, distributed and shared leadership has in- creased and many people have accepted this new 
relational leadership paradigm. This includes a normative understanding of “good leadership”, where shared 
purpose is very much the ideal. How- ever, the question is, whether the individual subject has perhaps 
become too decentralized in the process? What is the individual leader’s purpose and agency and how does 
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this link to the overall purpose and production of leadership? Are we perhaps forgetting to also focus on the 
leader’s sub- ject and how they are individually developed through their self-formation process? Does all 
learning and development really only take place in a relational context or should leadership also be re- 
searched and understood from a more substantialist approach? Leadership, good as well as bad, can have 
huge consequences. If all leadership is only relational, then how should we deal with issues of accountability 
and responsibility – and how can we trace the mistakes (or successes) and make sure we do not repeat our 
mistakes? Before we take a closer look at this, we will first focus on the different understandings of learning 
and discuss how these have shaped our approach to work and learning research. 

Leaders’ work and learning 
Anna Sfard (1998) describes how the approach to learning can be characterized by two different learning 
metaphors: The acquisition and the participation metaphor. Learning as acquisition is pri- marily focused on 
the subjective consciousness and the things it acquires. Learning as participation is, on the other hand, more 
focused on the learning and the relation that is developed between the individual and others (Sfard, 1998). 
For a very long time learning was solely seen as the subject’s acquisition of knowledge. A knowledge that 
could then later be transferred to other contexts where previous experiences could be re-applied. 
Constructivist, social interactionist and situated ap- proaches have later come up with new approaches that 
look at learning as a participatory process, where learning is created through participation in practice. 

Learning as acquisition and learning as participation are, however, not necessarily mu- tually exclusive 
approaches (Sfard, 1998). Learning in a leadership context could, for instance, be seen from both perspectives 
in a study of the leaders’ development process. In the development process, learning could be seen as both 
subjective acquisition and knowledge that is created through participation in practice. In recent years 
leadership studies have shifted focus to primarily look at leadership-as-practice and hence something that 
happens relationally and with shared meaning in organizations (Raelin, 2011; 2016). In the movement away 
from the previously more individualistic approach to leadership we could, however, risk decentering 
leadership too much and end up in a situation where everything is distributed and nothing can be traced, 
because everything is relational. The consequences could be that if agency becomes decentered, then it will 
become very difficult to explain activity without using very complex approaches. All acts of leadership will 
thus also become very complex and in practice indeterminable. In terms of ethics, there is also the issue of 
accounta- bility. Where does responsibility and accountability lie if everything is relational only? 

This paper will examine and discuss the potential consequences of the movement in how leadership is being 
studied and understood. Furthermore, it will also look at some of the meth- odological implications of the 
different approaches. This includes the effects of a strictly relational and remainderless methodology that 
could carry profound troublesome implications for the under- standing of agency and accountability. 
 
A substantialist and a relational approach to leaders’ learning 
The differentiation between substantialism and relationism is quite crucial for the way we approach and 
study the world. This is in particular relevant for learning processes, including the learning pro- cesses of 
leaders. Is learning something we should primarily see as acquisition or something that takes place in dynamic 
relations with multiple people/actors involved? This has been discussed for years from a substantialist and 
from a relational understanding of learning. (Emirbayer, 1997; 2013). More recent psychological and 
sociological research has begun to shift focus from looking at the subject as a fixed unit to looking at the 
subject as a remainderless social construction. In this move- ment, there is a danger of ending up in a radical, 
social-constructionist deconstruction of the subject. This is why it is important to also study learning from a 
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practice theoretical point of view and include a focus on the subject’s importance for learning. Practice theory 
offers a unique opportunity to study learning processes in a more balanced focus between substantialism and 
relationism. 

Practice theoretical approaches have made their entry in the social sciences and hu- manities over the last 30 
years. Still more scholars in different disciplines and with different research interests and backgrounds have 
focused on the day-to-day practices of actors in their studies. Phi- losophers like Theodore Schatzki, Joseph 
Rouse, and Andreas Reckwitz have sketched out the fundamental ontological and epistemological 
presumptions of practice theories in relation to agency, the social and society and described how practice 
theories draw on philosophical insights from mainly the late Wittgenstein and the younger Heidegger, but 
also significantly the early Giddens, Bourdieu, Butler and the late Foucault. In studies of work and 
organization, social scientists like Silvia Gherardi, Davide Nicolini, Wanda Orlikowski and others have 
theorized work and analyzed the role of technology within organizational development. Similarly, the practice 
theoretical perspec- tive has been made productive in relation to processes of learning. Theorist like Jean Lave 
& Etienne Wenger, Paul Hager, and Stephen Kemmis have demonstrated how learning processes are best 
understood as transformations of and within practices. Practice theories accentuate ’the primacy of the 
practical’ in understanding human activity and brings forward ’practices’ – understood as organized doings, 
sayings, and relatings – as the unit of analysis, thereby also decentering ’individuals’ 
– and presumably ’inter-actions’ among individuals – in the analysis of work and learning processes. 

Practice theory primarily holds a relational perspective, but there is also potentially room for a substantivist 
perspective that could temper the relational perspective and offer new meth- odological options that could 
help us explore the meaning of agency and accountability. By referring to the work of the likes of Thomas 
Alkemeyer, Ole Dreier and others it is the ambition of this paper to illustrate the possibilities of a practice 
theoretical approach that balance a relational and a sub- stantialist approach. The two approaches do not 
necessarily make up a dichotomy and could support each other when researching practices like for instance 
leadership practices. 
 
Practice theoretical research on learning in practice 
The practice theoretical perspective has mostly been elaborated in relation to its ontological, episte- 
mological and theoretical implications. It is only more recently that practice-based scholars have started to 
explicitly and systematically focus on the methodological implications of pursuing a prac- tice theoretical 
perspective (e.g. Gherardi 2012, Nicolini 2013; 2017, Cecez-Kecmanovic et al., 2014, Jonas et al. 2017). This 
paper intends to explore and critically reflect upon methodological ap- proaches to the study of practices. 

Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. (2014) have reviewed recent practice theoretical journal arti- cles to explore their 
methodological preferences and how the methodological choices are coupled with ontological and 
epistemological presuppositions. They identify two different strands of research: One that theorize 
sociomateriality in thoroughly ’relational’ terms, and another that understand the sociomaterial basis of 
activity in (at least provisorial) ’substantialist’ terms. The difference between these two strands of practice 
theoretical research thus concerns the question of whether practices should be studied as either interactions 
of what was originally non-relational (entities like technolo- gies, people, persons), or whether practices are 
better understood as ’intra-active’ (e.g. Barad’s agential realism or Actor-network theory) relationships that 
are ’relational all the way down’. 
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How learning in practice is being studied 
In recent years, we have seen a number of theorist, who are trying to re-establish a space for sub- jectivity and 
subjectivation. One of their main arguments for doing so is to avoid ending up in situa- tions, where learning 
processes are simplified to processes of passive socialization (Dreier, 2008; Alkemeyer, 2013). In order to 
overcome this barrier the likes of Ole Dreier and Thomas Alkemeyer add an additional focus on the meaning of 
the subject and the importance of subjectivation processes in practices like for instance the process of learning. 
By applying this additional focus, they try to minimize the risk of developing practice theory into a 
remainderless process of socialization into practices, where the subject is reduced to a “carrier” of certain 
practices. 

This brings us to questions of interest for future research: How are subjects recruited to certain practices and 
who or what is driving this process? This question of course also has impli- cations for the question of how the 
research should be done and whether the research should focus on the subjects, the relations, or perhaps both. 
It could also be that it is possible to find an approach where the subject has a relative autonomy as suggested 
by Alkemeyer (2014). If so, a research topic could be how the individual leaders’ self-formation might take place 
in this learning process. 

The approach where both subjects and relations are studied is central in Critical Psy- chology, represented by 
the likes of Klaus Holzkamp, Ute Osterkamp and Ole Dreier. The under- standing of the subject in critical 
psychology is a subject that is affected by the society, but also a subject that affects the society. This means 
that our thoughts, emotions and actions should be seen as developed through social interactions, which have 
been established through certain life-events. Thoughts, emotions and actions should therefore be understood 
and researched in relation to the life-events under which they are taking place (Dreier, 2015). Even though 
there is an emphasis on the relational aspect, the subject still has individual action potense and is hereby an 
active co-creator of his/her own life conditions. In return, the life conditions also have influence on the subject. 
 
The focus and research agenda that both Dreier and Alkemeyer are suggesting could offer a new focus that 
does not see a substantialist and a relational approach as a dichotomy. Different approaches to practice theory 
have been criticized for decentering the subject and focusing solely on the collective and social practice 
(Alkemeyer et al. 2017, Hui et al 2016). This challenge that Alkemeyer has recently described could be further 
enlightened and addressed by developing a new focus in the research of practices. A potential new approach 
could be to understand the self- formation process as a teleoaffective and historically situated process. When 
we apply Alkemeyer’s focus specifically to leaders’ practice it become a matter of trying to come up with new 
research approaches to study both leaders and leadership in production by researching both the individual 
leaders subjectivation processes and the social context and the life conditions they navigate. The research 
could focus on trying to understand how the leaders are “enabled” through processes of subjectivation as well 
as socialization. How do both elements contribute to their development process and what does it mean for 
the leaders’ learning and how they position themselves in the practice? 
 
The interest in leadership in practice is also seen in the works of Joseph Raelin, who has introduced the concept 
of “Leadership-As-Practice”. Here leadership is understood as some- thing that must be researched in social 
practice. Leadership-as-practice decenters leadership from individuals to patterns of action (Raelin, 2016). This 
also means that the practitioner’s importance is heavily deemphasized. The leadership-as-practice approach is 
clearly different from a more classical leadership approach with focus on the unique style of the individual 
leaders. This also means that leadership-as-practice sees agency as something that is enabled by social practice 
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where learning happens through participation. This leads us back to our two initial focus areas of agency and 
accountability. 

If agency needs social practice to be enabled, then perhaps leaders matter in another way than we typically 
tend to think? If we apply this logic the individual leader does not have agency without social practice. Hence, 
the study of leaders in isolation does not make sense. Nevertheless, if leadership is seen from a relational 
perspective, how can we understand the personal intentions and how the subject intended to effect the 
existing practice? Does this really mean that leaders are merely carriers of practices that enables their agency 
or do leaders also have agency on their own, through their own personal sayings, doings and relations? 
Ontologically this raises a need to focus on how we can understand and describe the activities of individual 
actors and how these actions are produced and re-produced in practice. Is leadership produced independently 
through individual agency in the leaders’ self-formation process, or is the agency only enabled through this 
relational process? If we see it as an either-or question, it definitely has great implication on how we research 
leadership. If everything is relational, we could start losing sight of subjective differences that support the 
development of social practices. This presents us with a challenge if we want to intervene and change 
practices, because how can we see agents in different ways if all agency is enabled by social practices? 
 
A pragmatic approach to leaders’ learning 
Practice theoretical approaches have typically focused on the research of practices and how they change or 
reproduce themselves. Less focus has been put on trying to understand the subject posi- tions in learning 
processes among leaders within the practices. Practice theory and critical psychol- ogy could be applied as a 
theory-method package. The concept of ‘learning trajectories in practice’ (Dreier 2008) could be introduced to 
mediate between a decentered practice perspective and a ‘sub- stantialist’ person-centered perspective. 

Ontologically the focus would be on understanding and describing the activities of the leaders and how these 
activities contribute to both the production and the re-production of learning and work practices. To 
understand the processes of subjectivation and learning in practice we be- lieve it is necessary to adopt a (at 
least provisorial) ‘substantialist’ position. A position that allow us to foreground leaders occasionally in our 
research. This is by no means the same thing as saying they are the primary source of leadership, but surely 
leaders and their subjective intentions must still be of interest to study both from a relational and a 
substantialist position. 

In the discussion about a potential dichotomy between a substantialist and a relational position, we believe a 
way forward should be inspired by American Pragmatism. The thinking of John Dewey and his ideas about 
learning and the dualism he wanted to challenge should in particular inspire this way forward. In many ways, 
this takes us back to Anna Sfard’s acquisition and participa- tion metaphors for learning. In Dewey’s opinion, 
the learning process is never a passive acquisition of universal knowledge; instead, we need to learn things by 
taking part in relations in a dynamic world. However, the learning process must still take its starting point in 
the individual and respect their agency. Any talk of an either-or approach to substantialism or relationism 
would therefore not make sense, as he did not believe in the dichotomy or dualism. This also means that 
perhaps it does not always make sense to deconstruct in a trans-actionable understanding of leadership, but 
instead we should consider the pragmatic research benefits of shifting between different ‘lenses’ with either 
a self-actional, inter-actional or trans-actional perspective (Dewey & Bentley, 1949). 
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A self-actional approach on its own would of course carry major research limitations, as it would only focus on 
the individual and not the actual leadership in action and relation to other people (Simpson, 2016). However, 
this practitioner-centric approach could be beneficial in a prag- matic thinking that allows for both 
substantialist and relational perspectives. The flexibility in ap- proaches could also be further strengthened by 
an inter-actional approach, where agency plays out in the space between entities (Simpson, 2016). Entities 
would furthermore include human as well as non-human inter-actors. Finally yet importantly, a trans-actional 
approach could also be potentially beneficial in situations that require a more holistic approach and look at 
agency as something that is not dependent on individual agents carrying an action (Simpson, 2016) 

By having this pragmatic and flexible approach in our practice theoretical research agenda, we hope that we 
do not run the risk of decentering or forgetting leaders, nor leadership in its production. Our choice of 
approach and methods should always depend on the questions we are asking. By having the option to 
deliberately switch between a self-actional, inter-actional or trans- actional perspective we get the possibility 
to apply different lenses to zoom in and out. Thereby we get different and multi-facetted perspectives that all 
offer different insights into the leadership prac- tice. 
 
Implications for leaders and organisation 
As stated earlier, practice theory does give us the option to switch focus and switch between our 
understandings of agency. Perhaps it is time that we temper the research paradigm that has been primarily 
relational. This way we could get to study leaders as well as leadership in production in a more pragmatic way. 
This is not to say that we should go back to a strictly substantialist approach, but instead we could support the 
relational focus with elements from a substantialist position that allows us to study different distinctions 
between the two positions. This could allow greater oppor- tunity to switch focus in our research of for 
instance leaders and their production of leadership. 

This thinking would also imply that perhaps Emirbayer is simplifying things too much when he describes the 
two positions as somewhat of a dichotomy. Perhaps we should instead allow for a flexibility in the way we 
approach for instance the work and learning of leaders and be able to switch positions depending on which 
problems we are trying to study and address. In an ever-chang- ing world where the pace of change sometimes 
seems to be accelerating, this kind of flexibility is perhaps exactly, what we need in order to cope with all of the 
change. Potentially this flexibility could help us make sense of learning in practice from both a substantialist 
and a relational position. 

The flexibility in applying different lenses to our research has also been proposed by Davide Nicolini (2013). 
He suggest that we apply a toolbox approach where we switch between selected lenses to analyze and 
interpret practice. In our toolbox approach, we should use the lenses that are thought to be of particular 
interest in trying to describe and understand the learning that is happening in the practice we are researching. 
In such an approach, we can first zoom in on individual leaders’ practice and try to understand both their verbal 
and non-verbal activities. Later we can zoom out to a relational approach and use the method to interpret the 
practice (Nicolini, 2013). Our inten- tion is to follow and build on Nicolini’s zoom in and out process in our 
research approach to leaders’ work and learning. This way we could add a new methodology that alternates 
and shifts between a leadership-in-practice perspective and a leaders-practicing perspective. It is our belief 
that this will add a needed complementarity that is currently missing in the research of leaders’ work and 
learning. 

As stated in the beginning of this paper leadership development is a multi-billion dollar industry with an 
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increasing focus on the return of investment. This brings about the challenge of figuring out how we measure 
good leadership. Is good leadership a relative thing or do we have a normative, universal approach to 
leadership? If we then add the part about agency and accountability to this ROI-equation then we are faced with 
an even bigger question. How do you measure good leadership if leaders’ agency is solely enabled by social 
practices? In essence, this could mean that any leader’s personal reflections and actions will always depend on 
the relations and the practices they engage in. This way individual performance and personal Key Performance 
Indicators would seem obsolete, because how would you measure the impact of individuals and how they 
contribute to the overall performance? Hopefully a new approach to the research of leaders learning could help 
us come up with more sophisticated and more valid ways of monitoring learning and the effects of the 
learning. 

For a training perspective, the flexibility in research methods could also allow us to explore new facets of 
leaders’ learning. This could help design leadership development in the future and help us decide when 
development initiatives are more relevant to be conducted as individual training or as part of intact teams, 
cross-fertilized groups or groups with other leaders from outside your own leadership practice. 
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